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ABSTRACT
This study analyzes the marketing strategies and direction of Universal Pictures in the post-COVID-19 era. Based on the SWOT analysis of Universal Pictures' current situation, we identify the potential opportunities and threats of its three main businesses: film production, Universal Studios, and streaming. This research provides a mix of strategies for the post-COVID-19 era. The perspective of Product & Consumer, Universal Pictures can use high technology and vigorously develop streaming media platforms to meet the new needs of consumers in the post-COVID-19 era. From the perspective of Price & Cost, Universal Pictures can try a new business model that combines online and offline interaction. From the perspective of Promotion & Convenience, Universal Pictures can adopt streaming platforms as the new preferred distribution mechanism of entertainment long after COVID-19 is a memory [5]. However, in-depth analysis of the coping and marketing strategies of the entertainment industry and entertainment companies in the post-COVID-19 era. Without this part of analysis, the recovery of the entertainment industry will be a long and difficult process. Even some smaller entertainment companies will be at risk of closing. In the post-COVID-19 period, we need to be prepared to live with the epidemic in the
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1. INTRODUCTION

The global entertainment industry is a multi-billion dollar economy that exceeds several countries' annual gross domestic product [1]. However, the rapid spread of the corona virus throughout the world in 2019-2020 has had a huge impact on social development, such as the entertainment industries where various activities like movies and sporting events are being suspended [2]. From an economic point of view, the COVID-19 pandemic has intensified the debate among optimists, pessimists, and centrists about whether the world economic order is undergoing a fundamental change [3]. Now, more and more attention is paid to the methods of recovery in the post-COVID-19 era. As for the service industry, a new conceptual framework of resilience-building strategies is built for the service industry. This framework encompasses five major practical strategies and several sub-strategies. The proposed strategies include market orientation, supply chain optimization, strategic corporate reorganization, innovation, and business model transformation. In addition, four major resources, including financial, human, social, and technological capital, are reviewed as prerequisites for adopting resilience-building strategies [4]. In the television and film industries, Hollywood will capitalize upon this current public health crisis as a motivator to adopt streaming platforms as the new preferred distribution mechanism of entertainment long after COVID 19 is a memory [5]. However, there is still a lack of in-depth analysis of the coping and marketing strategies of the entertainment industry and entertainment companies in the post-COVID-19 era. Without this part of analysis, the recovery of the entertainment industry will be a long and difficult process. Even some smaller entertainment companies will be at risk of closing. In the post-COVID-19 period, we need to be prepared to live with the epidemic in the
long term, so a targeted analysis of the marketing strategies of the entertainment industry is essential.

This paper aims to conduct in-depth analyses of Universal Pictures’ situation and provide marketing suggestions for Universal Pictures in the post-COVID-19 era. SWOT analysis is used to find out the potential opportunities and threats of Universal Pictures. Then marketing mix strategies of 4Ps and 4Cs are offered as advice for the company’s future marketing plans. Universal Pictures can focus on using high technology while vigorously developing streaming media platforms and expanding online and offline linkages to more areas and broader overseas markets. This study provides a reference for entertainment companies represented by Universal Pictures.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Data collection

The data of this paper is mainly collected from Universal Pictures’ official Weibo account [6] and Universal Studios’ official Weibo account [7], such as comments showing the expectation of a new movie or reviews of Universal Studios’ events and shows. Universal Pictures’ official Weibo account has 4.11 million followers and Universal Studios' official Weibo account has around 150,000 followers. The reviews were selected within three months, from April 22th, 2021, to July 23th, 2021, with a total of 723 comments from Universal Pictures and 374 comments from Universal Studios. The review comments are publicly accessible.

2.2. Data analysis

The analysis of Universal Pictures’ coping and development strategies in the post-COVID-19 period is divided into three stages. The first stage is to use the SWOT analysis to summarize the competitive advantages and challenges of Universal Pictures. In the second stage, there is a brief introduction and interpretation of the 4Ps and 4Cs of Universal Pictures. In the third stage, marketing mix strategies of 4Ps and 4Cs are given as suggestions for Universal Pictures’ future marketing plans.

3. SWOT ANALYSIS

Ken Andrews first proposed SWOT analysis in 1971. It pointed out that an enterprise could use its own advantages to find and exploit opportunities, overcome shortcomings and deal with threats [8]. Universal Pictures has relatively mature and perfect approaches and strategies. In the traditional film and television industries, Universal Pictures has many unique strengths. Definitely, there are also some weaknesses which need us to analyze rationally. Based on the SWOT analysis of Universal Pictures, we find some key points (Table 1).

3.1. Strength

3.1.1. Brand influence

Universal Pictures is one of Hollywood’s longest and strongest established companies. According to the financial report of Universal Pictures’ second quarter of 2020, the revenue of film and television modules was $6.124 billion, of which broadcast TV revenue was $2.364 billion, movie revenue was $1.194 billion, and theme park revenue was $87 million. As the original driver of the window revolution, Universal Pictures will remain Hollywood’s top three in the coming years, thanks to its partnership with AMC and traffic from its streaming platform Peacock [9]. Universal Pictures has a strong brand influence and a lot of loyal consumers who are willing to pay for its films and IP. As a result, Universal Pictures can still maintain its long-held popularity with consumers in the post-COVID-19 era when it changes direction from traditional theaters to streaming.

3.1.2. Innovative development by actively responding to consumer needs

Universal Pictures’ films are constantly adapting to the needs of people worldwide, both in the choice of film themes and the way of shooting. Proactive response to consumer needs can increase consumer satisfaction with Universal Pictures. Consumer satisfaction has been one of the essential characters that managers should focus on [10]. In this instance, Universal Pictures is actively working with multinational brands to release films for all consumers, targeting the entire market to attract more consumers and gain consumer value. While actively exploring the overseas market of the film industry, Universal Pictures has also made technological innovations by using IMAX, 4D to give audiences a better viewing experience.

3.1.3. Immersive Experience of Universal Studios

In Universal Studios, visitors can learn more about the filmmaking process and have adventures as characters in the movies. Immersive experiences can increase customers' goodwill towards Universal Studios. The more sensory experiences involved in marketing, the greater the receptiveness of consumers to product information. The synergy of multiple senses can make the brand image clear, three-dimensional, and rich, thus increasing the brand’s added value [11]. Universal Studios enables every consumer to understand the behind-the-scenes story of film production by using
Table 1. The SWOT matrix of Universal Pictures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External Factors</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measures</td>
<td>1. Brand influence</td>
<td>1. Business scope is not very broad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Factors</td>
<td>2. Innovative development by actively responding to customer needs</td>
<td>2. Universal Studios are overpriced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Immersive Experience of Universal Studios</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Opportunities
1. Streaming platforms bring new ways to watch movies
2. Technology for the future

S+O
1. Strong brand influence and loyal fans make Universal Pictures easier than other companies in the industry to drive business development
2. Change direction from traditional theaters to streaming in time

W+O
1. Narrow range of businesses makes Universal Pictures hit during COVID-19
2. Develop high technology vigorously

Threats
1. The threat from companies in the same industry
2. The impact of the post-COVID-19 era

S+T
1. Expand overseas markets while promoting movies on streaming platforms
2. Competition between the major established entertainment companies intensifies in the post-COVID-19 era

W+T
1. Find out the appropriate development direction through COVID-19
2. Pay more attention to the advantageous businesses and focus on their development

more than 40 special effects and advanced VR technology to enhance the audio-visual experience, giving visitors a richer immersive experience.

3.2. Weakness

3.2.1. Business scope not very broad

Universal Pictures has a relatively narrow range of businesses, operating mainly in film production, Universal Studios, and streaming. By comparison, its rival Disney has diversified businesses like publishing, stage production, cruises, television, etc. When faced with the impact of COVID-19, with less business, the capacity of Universal Pictures to face risk is low. Thus, it is difficult to compensate for the impact on Universal Pictures’ business areas from its own domain.

3.2.2. Universal Studios are overpriced

Consumers are more likely to buy the product when product information is presented before price promotion than when product information is presented after price promotion [12]. However, the service of Universal Studios is the first thing that consumers buy before they experience it, and it can be found in the comments of its official Weibo account that the ticket price and internal commodity price are high, which greatly reducing the consumer group of Universal Studios. The phenomenon of overpricing is unfavourable for the development of Universal Studios.

3.3. Opportunities

3.3.1. Streaming platforms bring new ways to watch movies

Because of COVID-19, theaters have to close, and consumers are stuck at home eager for a new film, promoting studios to explore digital substitutes. As a strong player in the film industry, Universal Pictures has shifted its direction to online on-demand distribution, which offers lower prices and profits than theaters, reducing the damage to the film industry during the COVID-19 era. For example, Universal Pictures released Trolls World Tour on streaming platforms. The movie turned out to be a digital blockbuster, earning far more in its first three weeks of digital release than its 2016 predecessor.

3.3.2. Technology for the future

The demand for outdoor recreation will be stronger or even show explosive growth after the suppression of the epidemic. The combination of high technology such as VR, AR will give people a greater sense of experience. As time goes on, when the epidemic is unstable and erupts again, it will be possible for consumers to visit Universal Studios and theme parks in the cloud with the help of high technology.
3.4. Threats

3.4.1. The threat from companies in the same industry

The post-COVID-19 era has seen a number of small entertainment companies close down due to the epidemic, and monopolies have become more serious, which means that competition between the major established entertainment companies has intensified. A big threat to Universal Pictures comes from its competitors. For example, Disney, Warner Brothers, Sony are strong competitors of Universal Pictures. Like traditional TV and Film companies with a lot of experience, they have the same consumer goals as Universal Pictures, so they have some similar strategies. It also motivates each other to keep innovating and turn competition into an engine of progress.

3.4.2. The impact of the post-COVID-19 era

With the threat of COVID-19, people need to cut back on party and other ways of entertainment, which is a huge threat to most industries around the world. For Universal Pictures, studios and film production are the two main businesses greatly affected during the epidemic. Many theaters have to close, and films have to be suspended. Therefore, Universal Pictures needs to timely adjust its strategies and make changes, such as transforming the traditional movie business into streaming platforms.

3.5. S+O

Under the influence of the COVID-19, the development direction of the film industry has been affected, and the streaming media will go mainstream and be accepted by more and more consumers. Universal Pictures should seize the opportunity, changing direction from traditional theaters to streaming in time. Besides, Universal Pictures has a strong brand influence and loyal fans, which will make it easier than other companies in the industry to drive business development.

3.6. W+O

Universal Pictures has a relatively narrow range of businesses, so parts of its businesses are hit during COVID-19. The main reason is that people can only stay at home and have no access to these businesses. In this case, the demand for entertainment at home will greatly increase. So under the circumstances, Universal Pictures can seize this opportunity to vigorously develop high technology such as VR, AR, etc.

3.7. S+T

In the post-COVID-19 era, competition between the major established entertainment companies has intensified. What Universal Pictures needs to do at this point is to actively respond to customers' needs and try to satisfy them. In the post-COVID-19 era, people's need for entertainment does not diminish, so Universal Pictures can expand overseas markets while promoting movies on streaming platforms.

3.8. W+T

Since the businesses involved are not broad enough, Universal Pictures was hit in the early stage of COVID-19. Therefore, Universal Pictures should find out an appropriate development direction through this threat, and pay more attention to the advantageous businesses and focus on their development.

4. BASIC CONNOTATION OF 4PS AND 4CS MARKETING THEORY

4.1. Basic Connotation of 4Ps

Jerome McCarthy first proposed the concept of 4Ps in 1960, namely, Product, Price, Place, and Promotion. Jerome believed that to meet target consumers' needs, a marketing mix composed of the four Ps could be adopted in the overall business environment, and they interact significantly with one another [13]. As for product, there are three main businesses of Universal Pictures: Film Production, Universal Studios, and Streaming. About price, Universal Pictures is a company that has worldwide access, so the marketing mix pricing strategy of the company's products will be high. The charges are high for theme parks and hotels. Regarding place, because of COVID-19, most theaters are closed, and it has moved blockbusters to 2021 or straight to streaming services. As for promotion, Universal Pictures promotes itself in a rigorous manner. It is a media company, and thus it makes itself felt in the media world through various channels, such as the Internet, magazines, television, adwords, etc. [14]. As can be seen from Figure 1.
4.2. Basic Connotation of 4Cs

Due to the constant change of the modern market environment, the defects of the traditional 4Ps theory are gradually revealed. In 1990, professor Robert F. Lauterborn put forward a new marketing model centered on consumers—the 4Cs theory, namely, Consumer, Cost, Convenience, and Communication [15]. About consumer, Universal Pictures is focused on consumer demand and brand experience. Because of COVID-19, Universal Pictures has researched streaming platforms to provide consumers with what they want to watch without going out. As for cost, to meet the affordable demand of consumers, Universal Pictures comprehensively control the cost of consumption, but the production of each film never compresses the cost. Each film is carefully designed to give consumers the best viewing experience. Regarding convenience, Universal Studios have good locations, largely meeting consumers' requirements for convenient travel. Besides, consumers can conveniently and efficiently complete Universal Studios' information queries, reservations, confirmations and payments without leaving home. As for communication, every staff in Universal Studios is enthusiastic and good at communication, greatly reducing consumers' strangeness and creating a relaxing atmosphere (Figure 2).

4.3. Relationships between 4Ps and 4Cs

Compared with the traditional product-oriented 4Ps theory, 4Cs theory is consumer-oriented. However, it does not mean that 4Cs have replaced 4Ps. Although 4Cs are more in line with the needs of today's market development and inevitable response to the trend of consumers taking more active positions in marketing, 4Ps are still the four essential points for enterprises to carry out marketing. In fact, 4Cs are related to 4Ps. 4Ps are purposes, and 4Cs are results [16]. Based on an in-depth analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of Universal Pictures, we combine 4Ps and 4Cs theories, and then put forward relevant suggestions for the marketing mix strategies of Universal Pictures.

5. THE MARKETING MIX STRATEGY OF 4PS AND 4CS FOR UNIVERSAL PICTURES

5.1. Product & Consumer

Product & Consumer means that with the consumer's needs as a guide and a specific consumer group as a reference to find the entry point to meet the needs of this consumer group and develop new products [17]. A high level of customer satisfaction is argued to lead to stronger company image, protection of current market share, increased customer loyalty, decreased customer complaints and strengthened financial performance [18]. Universal Pictures has so many loyal fans so that it is easier than other companies in the industry to drive business development.

5.1.1. Post-COVID-19 era, high-tech brings stronger experience

In the post-COVID-19 era, many theme parks, including Universal Studios, are at risk of being called off at any time due to the epidemic. But the call-off situation cannot diminish the desire for people to enter theme parks. In the future, Universal Studios can be combined with advanced technology, giving customers a stronger sense of experience. For instance, the popularity of 5G and the expansion of AR and VR will likely dramatically impact people's life.

5.1.2. Post-COVID-19 era, streaming media platforms have great potential for growth

In the post-COVID-19 era, cinemas are still at risk of shutting down. Universal Pictures will face huge losses. However, facing the closure of cinemas, consumers' demand for watching films will not decrease but even increase. If users can accept on-demand online services, there is no doubt that a large amount of revenue can be obtained. Streaming provides a better platform for film promotion. Streaming movies online is
a new experiment for Universal Pictures, especially at a reasonable price range.

5.2. Price & Cost

Price & Cost means that companies seek high profits while consumers look for the lowest price. It seems irreconcilable between the highest profits and the highest quality goods. Still, the development of the new market economy requires that both must be met for the business's survival [17]. Universal Studios' resorts and theme parks charge a lot of money. But some consumers wrote in their Little Red Book that "The prices are not as outrageous as rumoured and the wand-wise is not very expensive.” In the case of Universal Pictures, the experience makes the ticket price worthwhile.

From consumers' point of view, the nature of people seeking goods value for money will not change in the post-COVID-19 era. However, against the backdrop of the epidemic severely impacting the total consumption of lifestyle services, there has been a significant increase in the consumption of online lifestyle services [19]. For Universal Pictures, it cannot cut corners to reduce costs. Universal Pictures can try to go for a sales model that combines online and offline interaction while ensuring quality. This strategy increases the whole volume of consumers while reducing the flow of consumers to the physical shops, helping adapt to the problems of crowd limits in the post-COVID-19 era.

5.3. Promotion & Convenience

Promotion & Convenience means that a company which can develop and implement consumer-friendly promotions will stand out from the clutter and win more loyal consumers than its competitors. Convenience is one of the main marketing considerations for companies. Maximizing convenience for consumers will provide a competitive advantage for businesses.

In the post-COVID-19 era, people's travel plans will be affected to some extent, so more importance will be put on convenience. This is why convenience can be emphasized in publicity. Streaming platforms and overseas markets can facilitate online consumers and overseas consumers. In the post-COVID-19 era, streaming platforms provide a better way for film promotion. While Universal Pictures is actively exploring overseas markets, it also improves the economy of its films, reduces costs, and narrows differences.

5.4. Place & Communication

Place & Communication means finding product differences and consumer motivations through geographic positioning. Then the need for a brand appearing in the right place at the right time is constantly satisfied. It provides consumers with useful information and a good experience. Whether it is a distribution channel or a service channel, companies should communicate the right positioning to real and potential consumers [20].

In the post-COVID-19 era, Universal Pictures’ consumers are at risk of being diverted, so it is more important to understand consumers and find appropriate sales channels. Universal Pictures’ films are the basis for its studios' expanded themes, which will give audiences an immersive experience. In addition to intra-industry communication, multi-sectoral communication is equally important. Universal Pictures can gradually expand into various fields of the industry, especially in the education field, because people are paying more and more attention to the education of their next generation. If Universal Pictures combines education with the right IP, it has the potential to develop into an important cultural industry.

![Figure 3. Marketing mix strategy of 4Ps and 4Cs in Universal Pictures](Image)

6. CONCLUSION

This article made an in-depth analysis and research on Universal Pictures' coping and marketing strategies in the post-COVID-19 era, and then gave strategic recommendations. The paper explored the strengths and weaknesses of Universal Pictures by using SWOT analysis, and then the marketing mix strategies of 4Ps and 4Cs were provided as suggestions for its future growth. From the perspective of Product & Customer, we advised Universal Pictures to use high technology and vigorously develop streaming media platforms. From the perspective of Price & Cost, Universal Studios could try to go for a sales model combining online and offline interaction in the post-COVID-19 era. From the perspective of Promotion & Convenience, we recommended that Universal Pictures expand overseas...
markets while promoting movies on streaming platforms. From the perspective of Place & Communication, Universal Pictures could switch to online platforms and develop into education areas. This study can provide some valuable marketing advice for managers of Universal Pictures. What's more, it's meaningful for some relevant entertainment industries to develop marketing strategies in the post-COVID-19 era.
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